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ABSTRACT: Phishing is a criminal scheme to steal the user’s personal data and other credential information. It is a 

fraud that acquires victim’s confidential information such as password, bank account detail, credit card number, 
financial username and password etc. and later it can bemisused by attacker. 

 

First of all, the phisher has to create a phishing website to lure the victim which seemsas legitimate one. Then, host 

the site on the internet for use of victim secrete information. Ifvictim visit phishing website, it convinces the victim to 

enter some confidential information.Phisher then acquire some entered data and later it can be misuse by phisher. 

 

We aim to use WhoIs features of URL as the basis of detecting phishing websites. Wepropose a novel solution, 

Phishing Detection using Soft Computing and Machine Learning,to efficiently detect phishing web pages using URL 

and WhoIs features. The convolutionNeural Network is used to train the network and finally detect the site is Phishing 

or not. 

 
KEYWORDS: Fishy URL Detection,WHOIS features, URL Features, Convolutional Neural Network,URL Length, IP 

address,Avoiding Phishing Attacks 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Phishing is defined as the fraudulent acquisition of confidential data by the intended recipients and the misuse of 

such data. The phishing attack is often done by email. An example of Phishing; as if e-mail appear to be from known 
web sites, from a user’s bank, credit card company, e-mail, or Internet service provider. Generally, personal 

information such as credit card number or password is asked to update accounts. 

 

These emails contain a URL link that directs users to another website. This site is actually a fake or modified 

website. When users go to this site, they are asked to enter personal information to be forwarded to the phishing 

attacker. 

 

PHISHING ATTACKS 
 

The aim is to steal sensitive data such as credit card and login information or to install malicious software on the 

victim’s machine. 

 

Phishing is a common type of cyber-attack that everyone must learn to protect them. Phishing is start with a fake e-

mail or other type of transmission designed to attract a victim. Inthis type of attack, the message appears to come from 

a trusted source. 

 

In a phishing attack, attackers can use social engineering and other public information resources, including social 

networks like LinkedIn, Facebook and Twitter, to gather background information about the victim’s personal and work 

history, interests and activities.With this pre-discovery, attackers can identify potential victims’ names, job titles and 

emailaddresses, information about the names of key employees in their colleagues and organizations. 

 

Phishing is also used to learn someone’s password or credit card information. With the helpof e-mail prepared as if 

coming from a bank or official institution, computer users are directed to fake sites. 
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The common information that is stolen by a phishing attack is listed as follows: 

• User account number 

• User passwords and user name 

• Credit card information 

II. RELATED WORK/LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

Jian Mao1* , JingdongBian et al.[1] proposed a system where the key aim is to enable automated page-layout-based 

phishing detection techniques using machine learning techniques. 

 

The given aggregation analysis mechanism decides page layout similarity, which is used todetect phishing pages. It 

evaluates four popular machine learning classifiers on their accuracy and the factors affecting their results. 

 

SHAFI’I MUHAMMAD ABDULHAMID et al.[2] uses soft computing approach calledArtificial Neural Network 

(ANN) algorithm with confusion matrix analysis for the detectionof e-banking phishing websites. The ANN algorithm 

produces a significant accuracy andreduced false positive rate during detection. This signifies that ANN algorithm with 

confusion matrix analysis can generate a competitive results that is fit for detecting phishing ine-banking websites. 

 

NedaAbdelhamid et al.[3] experimentally compare large numbers of ML techniques onreal phishing datasets and 

with respect to different metrics. The main purpose of the comparison is to disclose the advantages and disadvantages 

of ML predictive models and to showtheir actual performance when it comes to phishing attacks. The experimental 

results showthat Covering approach models are more suitable as anti-phishing solutions, particularly fornovice users, 

since of their simple yet effective knowledge bases in addition to their goodphishing detection rate.  
 

Longfei Wu, et al.[4] designed for web phishing attacks on PCs cannot efficiently pointout the several phishing 

attacks on mobile devices. Henceforth, the author presented MobiFish, a novel automated lightweight anti-phishing 

scheme for mobile platforms. MobiFishverifies the validity of web pages, applications, and persistent accounts by 

comparing theactual identity to the claimed identity. 

 

Mohammed NazimFeroz et al.[5] describes an approach that categorizes URLs repeatedly based on their lexical and 

host based parameters. Clustering is used on the whole dataset and a cluster ID (or label) is calculated for each URL, 

which in turn is used as a predictive feature by the classification system. 

 

LuongAnh Tuan Nguyen et al.[6] proposing a new approach to detect phishing site by using the features of URL. 

Mostly, we develop different components from URL and compute a metric for every component. So, the page ranking 

will be shared with the achieved metrics to decide whether the websites are phishing websites. 

III. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE 

 

The phishing attack is often done by email. An example of Phishing; as if e-mail appearto be from known web sites, 

from a user’s bank, credit card company, e-mail, or Internetservice provider. Generally, personal informationsuch as 

credit card number or password isasked to update accounts. 

 

The system is solution for avoiding such phishing attacks. 
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Figure3.1: System Architecture 

 

Whois Domain: WHOIS is a question and reaction convention that is broadly utilizedfor questioning databases that 

store the enlisted clients or trustees of an Internet asset,for example, an area name, an IP address square or a self-

governing framework, buton the other hand is utilized for a more extensive scope of other data. The convention 

stores and conveys database content in a comprehensible format. A WHOIS is a wayfor you to search the public 

database for information about a specific domain, suchas the expiration date, current registrar, registrant information, 

etc. The followingfeatures are extracted from Whois from URLs: 

 

Sr. No. Features Significance 

1 Having IP Address If IP address is used in domain name 

2 URL Length Legitimate URLs have length of nearly 75 characters, URL length more 

than 75 is Phishing sites. 

3 Shortening Service ShorteningService 

4 Having @ Symbol Websites having @ symbol are Phishy in general 

5 Double slash redirecting If there is ’/1’ then it can be categorized 

6 Having Sub Domain Legitimate Websites use only domain generally upto two level. 

7 URL of Anchor In legitimate websites the anchor tag is connected to the same domain as 

the source code, Phishy 

8 Links in tags Links in tags lead to some fraudulent websites 

9 AbnormalURL This feature is extracted from Who isDatabase, Legitimate websites’ main 

identity is in the URL 
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10 Age of domain Legitimate websites have an age of sixmonths; websites with more than this 

agecan be classified as Phishing. 

11 Page Rank Phishing websites will have low page rankdue to lack of links pointing to 

them. 

12 Links Pointing to page Phishing websites have links pointing tozip files that automatically get 

downloadedcontaining malware. 

13 Favicon Many existing user agents such as graphicalbrowsers and newsreaders 

show favicon asa visual reminder of the website identity in 

the address bar websites. 

14 DNS (Domain Name 

System) Record 

If the DNS record is empty or not found then the website is classified as 

“Phishing”,otherwise it is classified as “Legitimate”. 

15 Web Traffic Web traffic is the amount of data sent and received by visitors to a website. 

Phishingwebsites will create huge web traffic. 

16 Website Traffic This feature measures the popularity of thewebsite by determining the 

number of visitors and the number of pages they visit. 

 

Table 3.1: Websites Features 

 

Built Detection Model using Convolution Neural Network:The system can detectthe phishing site using 

Convolution Neural Network (CNN) technique. A CNN consists of an input and an output layer, as well as multiple 

hidden layers. The hidden layers of a CNN typically consist of Convolutional layers, pooling layers, fully connected 

layers and normalization layers. CNN will be used to train the data analyticsengine for recognizing the phishing site 

URL. 

 

Avoiding phishing attacks: A whitelist in the context of phishing detection is simply a list of trusted websites. 

 

– The URL of the trusted site: 

The URL of the trusted site is used to periodically update the information in the database. This is the URL of 

the site such as “https://signin.ebay.com”. 

 

– The domain of the site: 

The domain of the trusted site is the domain of the URL such as “signin.ebay.com”and is used to 

determinewhether the current page displayed in the browser is onthe whitelist or not. 

 

– The title of the site: 

The title of the trusted site is the page title of the site such as “Welcome to eBay” and can be used to speed up 

the matching potential of phishing site titles withtitles in the whitelist Database. 

 

– Alexa Ranking 

In case your site is ranked relative to other sites, changes in traffic to other sitesaffect your site’s rank. Every 

day, Alexa estimates the average daily visitors andpage views to every site over the past 3 months. The site 

with the highest combination of visitors and page views over the past 3 months is ranked 1. As 

phishingwebsites live for a short period of time, they may not be recognized by the Alexadatabase (Alexa the 

WebInformation Company., 1996). if the domain has notraffic or is not recognized by the Alexa database, it is 

classified as “Phishing”.Otherwise, it is classified as “Suspicious”. 
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IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

 

The simulation studies involve the deterministic Phishing Detection using Soft Computing and Machine Learning, 

to efficiently detect phishing web pages using URL and WhoIs features. The convolutionNeural Network is used to 

train the network and finally detect the site is Phishing or not. 

 
The main modules involved in the systemare : 

1. Whois feature extraction of the input website. 

2. Training 

3. Avoiding phishing attacks 

 

ALGORITHM DETAILS 
 
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) 
 

Convolution Neural Network Traditional feature learning methods rely on semantic labelsof images as supervision. 

They usually assume that the tags are evenly exclusive and thusdo not pointing out towards the complication of labels. 

The learned features endow explicitsemantic relations with words. We also develop a novel cross-modal feature that 

can bothrepresent visual and textual contents. CNN is a method of categorizing the images as a partof deep learning. In 

which we apply a single neural network to the full image. The steps inCNN are as follows: convolution, subsampling, 

activation and full connectedness. 

 

Step 1: Convolution it is the primary layers that accept an input signal are calledconvolution filters. Convolution is a 

procedure where the network tries to tag the input signalby referring to what it has learned in the past.  

 

Step 2: Subsampling Inputs from the convolution layer can be smoothened to decreasethe sensitivity of the filters to 

noise and variations. This smoothing procedure is labeled assub- sampling, and can be attained by taking averages or 

considering the maximum over asample of the signal. 

 

 
Figure 4.1: Working of Convolutional Neural Network Algorithm 

 
Step 3: Activation the activation layer manages the signal flows from one layer to thesubsequent Output signals which 

are strongly connected with past references would activatemore neurons, enabling signals to be propagated more 

efficiently for identification. 

 

Step 4: Fully connected the final layers in the network are fully connected, such that theneurons of preceding layers are 

connected to every neuron in subsequent layers. This imitateshigh Level reasoning where all feasible path ways from 

the input to output is measured. 
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

 

Conclusion:- 
 

Phishing is a criminal scheme to steal the user’s personal data and other credential information. It is a fraud that 

acquires victim’s confidential information such as password, bankaccount detail, credit card number, financial 
username and password etc. and later it can bemisused by attacker. 

 

We propose a novel solution, Phishing Detection using Soft Computing and Machine Learning, to efficiently detect 

phishing web pages using URL and CSS features. Featuresare extracted for Blacklisted and white listed URL features 

are used as dataset for machinelearning algorithms. 

 

Future Work:- 
 

The software designed can also be integrated within Software Application, Web application or Plugins of the Web 

Browsers 
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